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Warning - This Publication
may contain some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2258 Tamar Island Hare: Derbs

LH3 Hash
Weekly Bull Shit Run report for run 2258 Debs Birthday Bash
Well it’s that time of year again its Derb’s
birthday and we are visiting the dangerous
Tamar Island Wetlands centre again for his
birthday bash. Derbs is already at the end of
the Island after an arduous task of hauling a
trolley laden with ice beer marinated chicken
wings and an assortment of chips. Goblet has
been left in the car park to set the pack off and
to carry a sack load of cherry tomatoes to the
far end of the Island. ON On you Hashers and
sludge arses calls goblet there is no beer if you
don’t make it to the end of the Island. Binny is
with us tonight and cracks a traveller hoping it
will last till he gets to the end of the island.
Beware of snakes, swooping Nankeen night
heron and the vicious Gambusia. The straight

forward track follows the board walk all the way
to Bruno the bulls paddock then follows the
walking trail to the barbecue area where we find
Derbs hard at work practicing cooking like he is
auditioning for the next round of M.K.R. The
food is ready the beer is all but gone the sun is
sinking behind the western sky line. Eat the food
and lets get back to the car park before the
ranger locks us in calls the Hare. The food is
soon gone it is beginning to get cold as the pack
retraces their steps to the car park Binny is fortunate enough to find another traveller to help
him get back. Another enjoyable night bought to
you by the Hash Legend Derbs

ON ON:
There are three ON ON sites at tonight's run
the first is the Barby at the end of the Tamar
Island Wetlands reserve, the second is the
Wetlands carpark where Derbs and Binny are
presented with their LH3 legends plaque. A
few hardy Hashers then ventured up to Derbs
ranch at New Ecclestone Rd where the keg is
cracked. Inlet was last seen extricating his car
from a barbwire fence he claims it happened
when he swerved to avoid a kangaroo most
think the kangaroo was in the paddock and
swerved to avoid been hit by inlets Commodore

The Walkabout Monks [Boong] Rigged raffle
Electric Eric: Bag milkybar lollies and a cap
Loggy: Bottle wine.
Bendover: Bottle wine;
Bugsy: A large crayfish

On Downs:
Only two on Downs tonight the Hare Derbs
who also has to skull with Binny for been presented with their legends plaque

The New 2017 Committee The Committee that “Takes Control”
GM: Rickshaw JM: Bendover, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Boong, Trail Master: Delly, Horn: Abba, Lip: Inlet, Scribe: Run report is
now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 14 th March 53 Newlands St Trevallyn Hare: Scary
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Delly before he nominates you to set a run or we will be back at Erica Crt
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LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 16th March 39 Warragul St Norwood Hare: Robin Hood
Joke of the Week

The next morning the Hasher vowed never
to drink heavy beer again

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH

Scary was inlets car in
the paddock when he
hit the kangaroo or
was it still on the road

I swear the kangaroo was on the road
when I hit it.

